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Results of migrant survey

Migrant survey:
Main characteristics of respondents: total number of respondents participated in survey,
percentage of women and men, age, nationality, marital status, main reasons for coming to your
country.
Our university has a sample wich is apply at 104 questionnaires for persons who are immigrants
in Suceava. For our sample we have 69 female and 35 men. Percentage is 66% female and 34%
male.

percentage of gender

34%
Female
Men
66%

For age of respondents for our institutions we have age between 17 and 31 years old. Mean of
this age is around 21 years and standard deviation is 2,29.
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

age

104

Valid N (listwise)

104

17,00

Maximum
31,00

Mean
20,9904

For our sample the nationalities of the respondents are:
-

China (2 people),

-

Congo (1 people),

-

Moldavian (92 people),

-

Syria (1 people),

-

Ukaine (8 people).

Std. Deviation
2,29180
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Situation about marital status is:
-

Have a friend (1 respondent),

-

Married (1 people),

-

In relation, living apartment (27 respondents),

-

Single (85 people).

The respondents are mostly single because they are young and they are focus on development
process.
Reason for coming in Romania for all our respondents is education. In Stefan cel Mare from
Suceava we have many students from other country (Moldavia, Syria etc.). The people from
Moldavia come in Romania because this is in European Union and our diploma is recognizing in all
country from EU.
At the follow questions about the current residence our respondents give these answers:

Area of residence

37%

63%

Main issues to receive information about the country they arrived to:
How much of them wanted to receive more information about the country before coming to?

For Suceava the immigrants receive more information before they are coming in coutrny.
For our sample we have this date:
10 people – a little bit,
3 respondents - Not al all,
55 people - in a some way,
36 - in a great measure.

All this answers is possible to see in follow picture:

Percent of receive more information about
the country before coming to
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in some way
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How much of them had an opportunity to receive the information about the country before coming
to?
Our respondents have these answers:
-

2 – I had no any information,

-

38 – yes, I had a lot of opportunities,

-

64 – Yes, I have many opportunities

This answers determine us to develop the sistem for distribute some information to the
immigrants.

The principal source of information is internet, our respondents use the internet very often. These
answers are like in the following figure:

Time for using internet

42%

all the time
often

58%

This result is important for the project because is necessary to introduce all information
about foreign country on electronic platform. Others resources are official information from
embassy, government and friends.

About the main social demographic characteristics are known in a little part of information:
political system, economic system, employment legislation, ability to learn the official language,
health care, education system, culture, food and culinary traditions, leisure, security, quality of
service, geography, climate conditions, the main national and local holidays.

Our respondents choose in a big proportion that no have much information about history of
country and only 30 persons consider to know very detailed historical information.
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About people of Romania our sample consider to know a lot of knowledge (33 persons) and others
doesn t know many things about Romanians (61 persons).
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About main characteristic of socio demographic information, our respondents consider they know
general information about this (61 people) and 38 people choose they know this information in a
very little quantity and only 5 persons have very detailed information.

general information
very little
very detailed

About political system our respondents consider they had general information in follow percent:

Chart Title

28%
general information
no information
very little information

62%

10%

About economical system many respondents no answer because they don t knows anything about
this.
In generally the persons know a little information about our social system and for the new
immigrants will be very well if they have more simple information about Romania.
For our sample the lacked information was:

main national and local holidays
security
quality of service
political system
leisure
health system
geography
food and culinary tradition
employment legislation
education system
culture
ability to learn the languages
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